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ith the cost of memories ,llld processors Oil till' declillt'. the ccollomies 01 ,~cdl' or hig- computers ;IIT
slowly diminishing'. C01l11llullic;IliollS costs <In.' high. 'J'here
;m.:' often long' ,v:tits fnr,'rcsu]ts, :llld thl' system CIIl tab.' as
much :1.'; 4ll l;.;, of its time trying' to figure out wh;l!: to do
JH:Xt. Like big' cities, big colllputers arc fraught witb prol>lems. 1n the future, more and lllore cOlllputing' will Ill' dOlle
locally at the desk 0[' el1g'illccrS. Ilusillcss ;ll1al)'sts, scicJltists,
etc.
As society progresscs tecllllo!og-icllly the problems faced in
all fields increase in complexity, People need to de"ote all
their eller,!.n' to \vhate\'Cr is l';lC:ing' them. Having; to underSt;llHI the problems oj' putr.ing together a computer system
should not he Olle of their tasks. So the 4Wl I is 110t a collcc~
tion of hardware ;111(1 paper L;lpe for a user to f.!;et along- with
sOlllchow. lllste:ld, it is desig;lled so all of its facilities ;lre
e:lsy to lISC. It avoids user perceived COl1lplcXlty. /\ desktop
system should he ;111 extension 01' a lIser's mind. The 40!)]
docs this in four w;lys:
1. It is a m;lcllille using a people-oriented hig'her-level
Iall,!.';u:q.!;e ... extellded BASIC.
2. It uses g-raphics to help :1 user perceive a problem more
n:l(ur:dly, sce a solutioll in perspective.
3, The acquisition o! d;IUI by and from instrumentation
CIlIl be handled using' the S;llHe bnguage
extended'
B.~\SIC.

4. 'rl1e 4()5l call efficiently :lccess host computer files.

The language
For those who ;ilrcady know B,-\src; as :t prop;r;nlllllillg
l:ll1gU:Ig-C littlc needs to be said about its simplicity and COil·
\'(TS;ltiol1al c!l;lractcr. i\ lot 01' \T1')' careful. capable thinking'
,vCnt into the development of lhe: l:ingl:agc to makc it simple
to learn as well as suitable for a wide range of disciplincs.
'rod;1)' it is 'widely used. Only a few hours with ;1 self-study
book gi\'es you ;( I'eel for the lallg-u:lg-e..-\ few days of study
will make you ,Ill apprclltice programmer.
The main thing experienced prograllllllers qucstion is
whether BASIC is acIequ;lte to sol\'c their toughest programs.
\1\'lle11 you already know :1 more complicaled lallgllag-e ;1l1d
l1a\'e access to machines that usc it, lhere Ill:!y be little opportunity or reason lO le;ll'll about the limits of BASIC. That

factor will prob;d)ly retard \vide-spread understanding" of its
great penver. However, counterbalancing that factor will be 4'
people who recognize the comparatively small investment
necessary to dcyelop the expertise with BASIC to know, in~
stead of guess at. its limit;ltions. For people who already
Know a language like FOR"rRAN, 1carnin,e; B..1"SIC1's a snap.
"l"here is e\'en a tutrJrial tape cartridge [or the 405J that is
like a programmed instruction course, It is good for beginners as well as experienced programmers.
'-nJCre probably is no "pure" form of BASIC in practical
use. i\lost equipment uses extended forms that ditTer some\\'!J;lt from one manufacturer to the next, and evell from one
kind of equipment to the next from the same manufacturer.
But these differences typically don't cause big problems.
i\lany progr;ll1ls already written in B."\SIC ran be llsed -.,.vith
little or no :llteration in the 405]. And alterations are simple
to make right from the kC)'board, using the edit facilities.

VIEWPORT: Controls hcnv lIluch o[ the output surface is
used for a gr;qJh anc! where the boundaries
1vill be.
WINDOW:

Controls \vhat portion of the available X-V
coordinate clata will be placed in the viewport.

SCALE:

Divides the X-V coordinates of the viewport
into segments corresponding- to the proper
numeric values for the gTaph.

POINTER:

C~lLISCS

DRAW:

Draws a straig'ht line between the presellt
position of the cursor and a specified poillt
in the \VINDO\V.

RDRAW:

(Relative draw) Dr:\\\'s (l straight line between the presellt position of the cursor and
a point in the \,\'INDO\V specified relative
to the position of the cursor.

MOVE:

Like DRA \'V except no line is produced.

IUIOVE:

Relati\'e move. Like RDRA\V cxcept no line
is produced.

AXIS:

X and Y axis lines are drawn and scale ti(
lllarks lOCI ted.

CIN:

Graphic Input. Records the location of the
graphic point; either the point of the arrow
or the lower left corner of the normal 5 x 8
clot matrix rectangular cursor.

ROTATE:

Causes relative dr;nv or relativc move to fo1lenv a path that departs from the normal hy
a specified number of radians or degrees. '

Language extensions for graphics
'rhe ability of the 4051 to depict information in graphic
form. as distinguished from simply displaying alphanumeric
characters and a few straig'ht Jines, lllay be its lllost valuable
feature. But lIlallY who need computer data in graphic
remll may not e\'en know it. You need to think about it a
little to Know. And if you ha\'e always expected computer
output in the form of letters ;ll1d numbers, because that is
all you h:I\'(' seell you h;l\'en't seen enough. \Vhen it comes
to your pay check, for example, characters you call take·llOme
pay may be de;H enough. But how does your t;lke-!lome pay
over the past 120 lllOnths compare to the cost of li\'ing'? You
lIlig'ht be shocked hut if this were ~I scientific business statistic. it would be far better to knO\v than to g·ut'ss. \-Voult! you
like that information in a column or 120 rigures. or would
you prefer a gTaph?
crhe need to ("olil/Hlre data is just as real as the need to
have data. A computing' system that doesn't help you with
the comparisons you need to make lIlay be doing' only hall
its job. And gTaphs pnl\'ide a versatile means of c(lmp;lnng'
data in an easy to understand fonn.
Only eleven keywords are adcled to BASIC to handle
g'l'aphics. I:-Iere arc a few key concepts representee! by key~
words:

the machine to display' an arrow position;l!)le with the optional Joystick.

'\

Listener, talker, controller
The 4051 is designed to control the operation of instruments in the same sort o!' way as larp;er computer-based
systems. \Vhether you wan t to simply monitor [wel analyze
processes, or control processes, the capability is built in.
Perhaps top on the I.ist of the advantages the 4051 orrers
over former test and process controllers is that it has a new
standanliled, p;eneral-purpose, interfacing system (CPIB).
This system, now standard in the U.S., is close to being an
international stalHbrd. Peripheral instruments under control of the 4051 may be classified as Talkers, Listeners, or
both. '1'he ,H)SI may talk, listen, or control, according to its
prop,-ram ;lIHI signals on the GPIB. The way in which it goes
about this is what has been standardized. Commercially
available 'ralke!'.'; or Listeners arc already compatible. Future designs will be. The 4051 is at the forefront of a new
era of instrument test, measurement, and process control.
The U.S. Standard is called IEEE Std 488-1975. It W,1S
adopted this year. This standard was sponsored by the IEEE
lnstrumentation and I\feasurement Group and is based on
work initiated by \-Vorking Group 3 of Technical Committee
fiG of the International Electrotechnical Commission (lEC).
The full title is IEEE Standard Dig-it.;d Interface for Pro~
grall1ma1Jle Instrumentat.ion.

The importance of the standard to man\, customers is hanl
to. overestimate. It. means that equipll1er~t built to comply
'WIth the standard should work together as a system regardless or who made it.. It. doesn't mean that an\, combination
of compatible pieces constitutes a wortlnvhild entity, but it
does e1imin;lle the costlv, confusing need to do custom interrace design work to m:lke some l~ieces of equipment ...vork
together that were not orig-inally intended to.
IEEE Std 488-1975 is for digital data interchange between
as many as fift.een pieces of equipment that. are separated by
no more than a total of 20 met.ers of interconnecting cables.
Ihta is exchang-ed with the 4051 at any rate up to 7000 byt.es
per second and is transmitted in 8-bit bytes over the 8-line
Data Bus. Each data byte tr;lllsfer is cont.rolled by a hand~
shake routine over a 3-wire bus. Five other signal lines are
devoted to interface management. Fig·ure I shows the bus
structure that is shared between different devices that can
be connected together in a system. Although any of the devices may talk or listen, only one may control the others and
itself. The 4051 has that capability. It constitutes an exceptionally uni,'ersal tool for controlling sopllisticated processes by continually acquiring- and analyzing data before
jssuin~ new pn)~TalT] instructions to its listeners. A copy 01
the Standard may be purchased from: Standard Sales, IEEE.
1H5 East 47th Strcct, New York, NY 10017.

Data communications
·1·!le 4051 rear panel has conncctors that provide standardilcd data tr;lllsfcr paths with peripheral equipment. in the
outside world in two standard ways. One is via IEEE Std

Functional description
Microprocessing unit (MPU): Directs systems operations. So~
licits one instruction at a time from the ROM by placing a 16bit address on the ADDRESS BUS. Decodes and executes the
instruction received on the DATA BUS, then fetches the next
instruction.

General purpose interface: Provides asynchronous communications with and control of instruments and other peripheral
devices designed to be compatible with the IEEE Std 488-1975.

Read only memory (ROM): A semiconductor memory with
36K 8-bit byte capacity containing full permanent set of
BASIC instructions for the microprocessing unit.

Data communication interface: Provides communications with
data terminal equipment or data communication equipment designed to be compatible with EIA Standards RS-232-A, B, or
C. A second RS232 output-only interface is available for control of printers. Both are optional.

Random access memory (RAM): A semiconductor memory for
temporary storage of intermediate results of arithmetic operations and BASIC instructions for the microprocessing unit.
Contains 8K, 16K, 24K, or 32K 8 byte storage capacity.

Optional firmware: Another part of the Data Communications
Interface. Contains receptacles for one or two specialty plug-in
ROM's that may be bank-switched under program control to
substitute for the internal ROM.

Display: Rectangular, flat-faced, ii-inch diagonal, direct-view
storage crt. Serves as the primary output device for alphanumeric characters, graphs, and line drawings.

Peripheral interface adapters (PIA): IC's that are part of a
family of components that includes the MPU, ROM, and RAM.
Integral sections of the 4051, such as the Keyboard, Magnetic
Tape Unit, GPIB Interface, and Display Unit, are connected to
the DATA, ADDRESS, and CONTROL buses through these
adapters. Although such sections are integral parts of the
4051 they are considered peripheral vyith respect to the MPU.
Each adapter has unique 16-bit addresses that it responds to
when the MPU wants to communicate with the peripheral at
those addresses.

Keyboard: Primary user input. Statements in BASIC are typed
here and each alphanumeric character appears on the crt as
it is typed. Appropriate calculations and other responses to
each completed statement immediately follow the last keystroke in each statement. Editing keys allow programs to be
altered and typing errors to be corrected. User-definable keys
make it simple and fast to execute anyone of up to 20 preprogrammed sub-routines by pushing the right key.
Plugwin magnetic tape unit: A 3M~' Data Cartridge with capacity
of 300K 8-bit bytes. It allows the operator to make a permanent
record of whatever may be stored in the RAM and allows data
and programs to be placed in the RAM from the tape.

(j

Joystick: A single handle control for arbitrarily positioning the
axis of a graph to a particular point on the crt screen.
Hard copy unit: A unit for copying all the data displayed on the
crt screen at any particular time.

488-1975, just discussed. The other is optional and is part of
what is called a Data Communications Interface. It works
with equipment that complies to EIA Standards RS-232 A,
B, or C, transmitting- data serially one binary bit at a time
to such peripherals as line-printers, keyboard terminals, and
to host computers.
A Data Communication Interface is made optional to
;lYoid having to charge all customers for both kinds of interface circuits. It is for two-way cOl1nnunications, full duplex,
or half duplex, odd, even, or no parity. The baud rate can be
either 110, ]50, 300,600, J200, or 2400 selectable by the user
under progr;lnl control.

DATA BUS

Intelligent graphic terminal
It is e;lsy to see the value of the 4051 as an intelligent terminaL 'The lion's share of the charg'es for time-shared computers usually falls into three categories: the number of
seconds t.he computer is working for you, the number of
minutes you arc connected to the computer, and the number
of minutes you arc using the phone lines. In most cases the
connect charges are the most expensive part of the bill. You
can reduce these char,!2;es by taking programs off the host or
by using the plug-in 4051 tape to transfer data to the host.
That saves accessing it through the keyboard at the slO\v
typing speed of the operator. Reductions in connect charges
alone ,vill typicalty pay 1'01' a 4051 in less than a year.
\Vhen your desk-top machine has access to the vast amount
of data tlwt you may store in a large computer, it is a great
convenience. ~'hat way the data doesn't ha.\'e to be duplicated in other storage devices amI may be updated as frequently ;lS necessary. \'Vhen you can conveniently give your
computer only those problems too big- for your desk-top
machine you also s;n-c money. That becomes an inviting
practical possibilit.y if your local terminal has enough intelligence to communicate directly with a host computer. It
lets <lIl operator interact only when he needs to, instead of
auing as interpreter between his loc;al desk-top machine and
a remote wall-to-wall computer.

DATA BYTE
TRANSFER
CONTROL

GENERAL
INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT

} DID 1.•.8

~---

I ~---~---,
I I '------~
Ii'

~

DAV

NRFD
NDAC
IFC
ATN

-----$RO
------REN

The new technology
Several recent technological advancements have made it
possible to reduce the size, cost, and complexity of the 40:') 1.
The 31\111 Data Cartridge is a small, fast, inexpensi\'e magnetic tape cartridge that plug's into the front, containing 300
feet of tape able to store up to 300K 8-bit bytes of data or
prog;ram instructions. This tape reads [rom, or writes into,
an integrated circuit random access memory that is part of a
family of IC's that make lip a commercially ava.ilable microcomputer family. The microprocessing unit that is the head
of the Lunilv, is abo the workhorse of the 4-051. The architecture of tl~e whole system is based on it. A wired-in 3GK
byte read-only memory contains a full, permanent set of
instructions that are responsive to B;\SIC language statements made from the keybo;lrd or the program in progress.
Part of that memory is reserved for bank·switching· to one or
more plug--in R01\l's to expand on the primary set of instructions if needed. This feature makes it possible t.o add special.
purpose functions to the machine in response to -a particular
application problems.

-----EOI

Fig. 1. The ·1051 uscs the IEEE Standard Dig-it'll Intcrface ful'
Programmable Instrunlcntation portrayed here.
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Graphing
with the
4051 graphic
computing
system
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l1ti.! a few years ;lg'O the equipment necessary to .makc graphic displays 'with
;l computer was eXln..'mely expensive. Then the invention of the bi-stable
storage crt at T'ektronix Jed to the development of crt computer terminals and software t!l;lt gave the l\'orld a simple, inexpensive g-raphic system. Until the 4051 came
along', however, gTaphinl2; required the help of a host computer or calculator. 'fhe
40!) 1 has great computational power built-in. It can do computations and display the
re~ults graphically all on its OWI1. And it call be made compatible with host computers throup;h :1J1 optional RS-232-C standard imcrfacc, making it casy LO me
existing prog-rams and the huge (\;Ita-bases that some people have on tap at a host
computer.
Operating the 4051 so it will display data graphically, as \vell as with alphanumeric characters, is much easier to learn than you would suppose. If you already
kll(rw BASIC as a programming lang'uage, the task 'will be especially easy. There arc
only eleven additional keywords to learn. And once you understand their meaning
and [unction, the whole process of plotting graphs \vill probably be clearer than it
ever was before. If you ha\'e used TEKTRONI)}. PLOT-Ill software with a Graphic
Computer Termin:tl you will ;dreatIy he familiar \vith most of the words. For the
4051 they are:

VIE\,VPORT

DRAW

AXIS

WINDOW

RDRAW

GIN

SCALE

MOVE

ROTATE

POINTER

Rl\IOVE

'rhe Cartesian Coordinate system is a \vay of identifying the locatioIl of any
point on ,1 plane by first dr;l\ving and .scaling· two straight perpendicular lines in
the plane. The lines are called axes. A unique pair of numbers corresponding to
the scalar distance between any point and each line, will tell you where that point is.
After scaling the axes with appropriate numbers, the relationship between two
variables, X and I', call be shown graphically by calling one axis X, the other Y.
(Sec Fig. I)

The viewport
,"Vh;lt thinl-';s should you decide first when you proceed to make a graph of this kind?
For one thing- you decide \vbat portion of the available gTaphing area you want to
use. \Ve call that portion the viewport. How would you describe it? You could
identify where its four corners are. Th;lt v·multI take four pairs of numbers. Or you
could identify the four lines that are the sides of the rectangle. For example, if the
available gr;lphing area were a sheet of 8~/2 by 1] inch graph paper consisting of ~<1
inch sCjuares, it would have M parallel lines rUlwinl-'; the long direction, and 44
par;dlel lines running the short direction. Let us say the paper was placed with its
long edge down.lf you wanted the \'iewport to be a 5 by (] inch rectangle with its
long- edge down, and its lower left corner 3 inches to the right and 2 inches above
the lower left corner lines on the paper, you could describe the left, right, bottom,
and top edges as lines 12, 3G, 8, and 28 respectively.
In the 4051 Craphic Display System we use the Graphic Display Unit concept to
define the location of the \'iewport (sec Fig'. 3.). A Graphic Display Unit is defined

,

'"

[_211.151.

"

O~.d'ant

'"

"

to be I % of the shortest edge length of a givcn graphic
device. It can be thought of as a pcrcentage of a distance
rather than as a discrete indivisible unit. For example, a
distance of 23.12 GDU's is different from 23,13 GDU's.
The use of GDU's permits using the same program to place
a graph on the 4051 's display screen, an external X-V plotter, or any future display device in the 4050 family,
It is important to differentiate bet,veen Graphic Display
Units ;11HI the user's data units. 'rhe only time you, as a 4051
user. will ''''ork with GDLJ's is when you use the VIE\VPORT command to locate your gTaph on the display device. At all other times you deal widl your own data units
whether they be fortnig-hts, furlongs, or whatever.
\J\-Then you use an appropriate set of four numbers with the
VIEWPORT statement, the 4051 will automatically confine
its gTaphinf{ within the boundaries described by the numbers. You may still choose to write outside that area with
alphanumeric characters, however.

Ouad"n'
;

_ .I211,15l

'"

1-211,-ISI: _

_IS

Fig. 1. T'he Cartesian Coordinate System provides a convenient
way [0 loclte any point on a two-dimensional p!aI]C. An example
is shown below.

Resolution
'fIle choices 0[' boundaries for the viewport are limited to
100 by 130 Graphic Display Units when g-r;lphing on the
405 J crt. But that should not be understood as being the
resohHioll limits of the '1051. The resolution limits depend
primarily on the characteristics of the gTaphic readout device. \Vhen t.he readout device is the 4051 crt, the resolution
limit is determined by IO·bit dig'ital-to-analog converters in
the 4051. This translates to 102'1 increments in the hori.
zontal direction and 780 increments vertically. \'Vhen the
'1051 addresses an external gnphic readout device, like all
X-V digital plotter, resolution will be limited by that device.

Y IGOU',[

()

The window and the scale
The Cartesian Coordinate graphing world of the 4051 extends to numbers as hig'h as 1(poa for points in all four
quadrants. That is an extercmdy vast plane compared to
the portion occupied by any ordinary g-raph. For most data
it is much more than ac!equ:lte. 'Vbat portion of that vast
plane the datil you want to examinc fits into can be rcgarded as the window you wish to look at. \Vhcn the
\VINDO'V statement in the 405 I is followed by the minimum and maximum v,dues for the horizontal and vcrtical
data that you 'want to g-raph, )'ou arc prepared to fill the
viewport with the graphic data you W;l1lt. It doesn't matter
what units the data is in, or whether some data entered may
fall outside the limits, Any ~raphic data entered that falls
outside the limits will be aut.omaticllly ignored, but the
rest will be displayed.
An alternate way of fitting the data you want to view, t.o
the vicwport where it will be dispbycd, is to usc the SCALE
statelllent. Then the g-r:lphic data is scaled down to the area
for the gTaph by specifying how many user units fit into one
Graphic Display Unit.

Fig. 2. The drawing surfafe of the 40:')] crt display represent.'>
the first quadrant in a Cartesian Coordinate Systcm as illustrated,
The lower left corner of the display reprcsents the point of
origin, The X and Y axes are marked of( in Graphic Display Units
to illustrate this foncept.
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Axis and tic marks

'"'
Fig. 3. The VIE\VPORT statement controls thc boundaries of
the drawing surface, Sometimcs it is necessary to reduce the size
of the drawing surface to leave room for printed messages, The
statement for the alHJI"c viewport would be VIEWPORT 50, 100,
00, 100

..

Once the minimum and maximum values for each axis has
been identified, the window is defined and thc location of
each axis can be determined, The AXIS command ,l1ll0maticall)Yclr;n\'s horizontal and vertical axes, with tic marks
if desired.
If the range of /lumbers on either axis extends both sides
of zero, the other axis line will be drawn through the point
corresponding to zero. Otherwise, when all values arc posi·
tive. the axis intercept point will be at the lower left corner
of the window area. The 40:) I will draw axes in the cllStom·
ary ,val' simply by default, once it has the window informa-

omitted as the vie,vport parameters are automatically set to
0, 130, 0, 100 by default on system power up and after the
execution of an INIT statement.

Dot matrix, pointer, gin
\Vhen the 4051 crt is producing; an alphanumeric or graphic
readout, the position of the last character or point is identified by a blinking' marker, 1"he marker is a small 5 by 8 dot
matrix the same size as the outer limits of an alphanumeric
character. The POINTER command places a small arrO\v
OIHcreen. The position of the arrow can be controlled by
an optional Joystick, or selected by the user definable keys.
Using the GIN command, the X-I' coordinates of the point
selected lw the arrow are assig-ned to two variables and can
be used by' ,I progTam to keep track of its position,

I

Aboul speed

Fig. 4, The ease 'with which graphics can be generated on the
4051 is illustrated by this graph which was drawn using just seven

program steps.

tion and receives the AXIS statement. Tic marks on one or
both axes ,,,,ill be added automatically if the AXIS statement
is followed bv numbers for the desired size of the increment.
~~hc tic marks arc automatically spaced and located on each
axis to correspond with the user's units for each axis. Num·
bers can be added adjacent to the tic marks later if desired.
Logarithmic axes, however, require a different technique.

Absolute and relative moves and draws
In one sense you dra\v a ~raph with the 4051 very much the
same way as you "muld by hand, with a piece of chalk on a
blackboard. The chalk can be moved from one point to
another 1vithout drawing a line, if you lift it. On the 405 J,
the crt beam is turned off for .i\JOVE statements and turned
on for DRA \V statements. The same is true for relative
move (Ri\fOVE) and relative draw (RDRA\V) statements.
The difference between absolute and relative moves is that
absolute moves are stated with respect to the last point the
beam was moved to. The same is true about the dil'ference
between absolute and relative draws.
A line is drawn each time a simple DRA_\V command is
executed. From that. it is easy to make the assumption that
the 4051 takes a lot of time to draw a complex curve. But
not so. By storing data poims in two matrices, even a long
series of draws is executed very rapidly. The array variables
representing the t\\'o matrices are specified in the DRA\,V
statement.
Hmv really simple it is to draw a complex graph on the
4051 is best illustrated by considering the graph in Fig-. 4.
It took just seven program steps to construct the gTaph:

IIlO VIEWPORT 10, 120, Ill, gil
110 WINDOW -10, 10, -10, 10
121l AXIS 1'1/2,2
130 MOVE -10, 10'SIN (10)
1'10 FOR

I~IO

to 10 STEP 0.2

150 DRA IV I, I'SIN (I)
160 NEXT I
The VIE\VPORT statement was used to reduce the size of
the graph on the display. If we had wanted the graph to fill
the screen, the VIE\VPORT statement could haw been

10

Everyone want!; to know how fast his computer or calculator
is. It is a natural, important question that is ,,'cry difficult
to answer satisfactorily. The same question applies to the
4051, and is even a little harder to answer. If the 4051 is
controlling peripheral instruments and is waiting for data
from one of them before finishing a computation, it would
be misleading' to talk about how fast or how slO\\' the 4051
was. On the other hand, if it is merely calculating 50 factoriaL or doing a similar beneh mark computation, you
would like to know how the time it takes to perform this
function compares with other similar equipment. But what
are you to conclude ,vl~en some of the bench marks are met
bett~r by equipment A than by equipment B, but other
bench marks are met better by B than by A? You can start
by being selective about which bench marks are more typical of your work. That is not a bad 'way. It leads you to
the conclusion that the speed question may be anw.rered satisfactorily by comparisons on each job. The main thing we
want to know is whether a machine is fast enough for our
job. If, on the average, it is slower than what we are used
to, it follows that it should be more economical to be worthy
of consideration. If, on the other hand, it cloes the things
you want it to do, as fast as you expect, and has the price
;md advantag'es you can't equal elsewhere, it is fast enough.
For most jobs, the 4051 speed is comparable to a minicomputer ex'ecuting a BASIC program. The graphic capability, ease of progT;unming, and 10\\-' cost of the 4051
Graphic Computing System can be important factors in
solving your application problems in a more effective and
producti'\'(' way. It certainly bears looking into.

(
Fred Tekwski

T
Ahigh·
stability
100 KHz to
18. 6Hz tracking
generator

racking- generators. ''lorking \vith spcetl'llm anal}'Zers, offer significant advantages over other frequency-response measurement techniques. A continuous, well·defiined display, freedom from clistortion, 'wide dynamic ranJ<e, and operating ease arc all benefits derived [rom using' a tracking generator/spectrum analyzer system.
These advantages arise from the faet t!l:lt, the tracking g'cnerator's output fre.
quency is synthesized Ironl the spectrum analyzer's loell ()sciJlators. crhc trackinggenerator's Output frequency is always the same ;15 the instantaneous frequency of
the analyzer, and the frequency stability is essentially equal to that: of the analyzer.
High-resolution, hig'IHtilbility mC'lsurcrnents up to J 10 .\lHz have been possible
for some time using; tracking' generator/spectnl1l1 analyzer systems. Now, two new
tracking generators, the 'fIt SOJ and TR :)02, designed to work ,vith the 7L12 or
7Ll3 Spectrum Analyzer, extend this measurement capability to 1.8 GHL The 'rR
501 and 'TR 502 are essentially the ~ame instrument ,vith the exception of the
output attenuators and logic interface in the TR 502. For purposes of brevity
we will confine this discussion to the TR :)02.

Design goals

(

The primary desig-n goal for the ]'<R 502 'vas LO build a companion
tracking generator for the 'iLlS Spectrum Analyzer, whose output
would faithfully track the 7L13, maintaining 10 Hz 1"j\1 stability and
display flatness over the entire ](}O KHz to 1.8 GHz
range, This promised to be no easy task. Another
goal was to package the unit in a two-wide plugin to be housed in, and powered by, a "1'I\J bOO
l\.fainframe, This would open the door to
added measurement capability through
working- with other ''1''1\1 500 plug-ins, For
example, by plugging a DC 502 Option 7
Digital Counter into the 1'1\1500 l\-Iainframe powering the TR 502 you can
ma~e selective frequency lneasurements, .dth counter accuracy, up
MHz. \Ve'll discuss this
detail later. NO\v
at hO\v t.he TR 502

Theory of operation
The spectrum analyzer
(7LI2, 'iLl!))
up-converts its input signal frequency to a 1st IF of 2.095
GHz by mixing with the
]st LO (local oscillator). It
then c!mvll-converts the
2.095 GHz to an IF of 105
I\JHz by mixing it with the
2nd LO frequency of2.2GHz.
The Tit 502 Tracking Generator reverses this sequence.
Referring to the block dia·
granl in Fig'ure 2 "/~ see that
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the TR :')02 Tracking Generator.

the 1st LO and 2nd LO [rom the spectrum analyzer are fcd
into the TR 502. A voltag;e controlled oscillator running at
2.095 GI--Iz is mixed with the 2nd LO input of 2.2 GEL 'fhe
resultant 10:) l\ItIz dirlerence frequency i$ used in a phase
lock loop to keep the 2.095 GHz oscillator in step with the
2nd LO.
The lst LO input signal ranges from 2.1 to 3.9 CHz and
may be either a constant or swept frequency depending' on
the operating; mode of the spectrum analyzer. The 1st LO
signal is mixed with the 2.095 GEz signal, with the resultant
lower di!'ference frequency becoming the output signal frequency or the tracking: g-enenltor. The output signal is filtered, amplified, automatically leveled, and applied throug:h
a step attenu:nor to the output connector 01' the tracking:
generator. Now let's look at the block diagram in greater
detail.

The 1st LO signal
The input signal from the spectrum an:dyzer 1st LO is amplified to a 1c\'el of about G m\V by the 2.1 GEz to 3.9 Gr'Tz
limiting amplifier. From the limiting amplifier the signal
passes through a series of isolators and filters to the output
mixer. 'rhe LO signal le\'cl :tt the OlltpUt mixer is about

5 Ill''\'.
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Several dillerellt types of filters are used in the TR 502,
each chosen for its particular characteristics. The 4.5 CHz
low-p;\.~s !"ilrer is a tubular type, "while the 2.1 to 3.9 CHz
bal1dpa~s !"ilter is a Hi-element interdigital filter. An interesting side-llOint is that in manufacturing the interdigital
rilter, combined tolerances ~lre held to less than 0.001 inch to
dirninate the need for tuning the filter.

The role of the 2nd LO
'fuming to the 2nd LO input, we see that the signal passes
through a 20 dB attenu:ttor, to a 2.2 GBz l(yw-p~\SS filter, and
thence to a two-diode balanced mixer. All of which arc
housed in the rour-cayity bandpass filter assembly pictured
in l~ig. 2.
The 2.2 CHz signal is mixed witi} the 2.095 CHz oscillator sig"nal to generate the 105 \lBz sign~l! used to phase
lock the 2.09:') CHz oscillator. The 105 MHz signal is cli\'ided by two and compared to a 52.5 \fHz crystal-controlled
mcilJ:\tor to de\'elop the compensating phase lock sig·nal.
crhe 2.095 CI-Tz oscillator uses a resonant micro-strip line
ill the collector of a common-base transistor oscillator to
establish its frequency. It is tuned oyer a range of about
20 ArHz by varying' the collector \"()ltage to change the collcetor-to-Ilase capacitance.

iE

~

~'he 2.095 GHz signal passes through a directional coupler ~
to a PIN-diode attenuator where initial adjustment of the
output level range is made. The signal then passes through
a 2.2 CHz 1m'\' pass filter to a second PIN-diode attenuator,
where automatic leveling of the TR 502 OUlFut signal
occurs. Since the IF amplitude level Ollt of the mixer tracks
the rf signalle\'el (with about 6 to 8 dB of loss), we control
Output signal amplitude by controlling the rf signal level
into the mixer. From the leveling attenuator, the rf signal
passes through an isolation amplifier providing about 7 dB
of g;lin and gTeater than 20 dB of reverse isolation. Its omput
dri\'es the output mixer throug-h a 6 dB attenuator.
The 2.095 CHz oscillator, normalizing, leveling, and 6
dB attenuators, the IO'w-pass filter, and isolation amplifier
are constructed in a comprehensive hybrid and micrO\vave
package (dubbed CHAi\JP by tbe project engineers) . This
type of construction offers tremendous flexibility and econOlny compared to earlier techniques.

The output amplifier
The output amplifier section also uses the same type of
construction (See Fig. 2). The Imver conversion frequencies
from the output mixer pass through a 3 dB attenuator and
1.8 CHz low-pass filter to the '\videband amplifier. The 3
dB attenuator provides a wide band termination for the
mixer. The 1.8 GI-Iz low~pass filter is an elliptic function
filter, flat to 1.8 CHz and rolling of[ with a sharp notch at
2.095 GHz. The () to 1.8 GI-Iz signal is amplified by about
"In dB by the four-stage wide band amplifier, then passes
through another 1.8 CHz low~pass filter to the power divider ,lnd level detector. Each stage of the omput amplifier
is supplied by a separilte bias supply. 'rhe bia.'i circuits and
amplifiers are connected as a feedback loop with the collector load current of the amplifier sensed by the input resistor
to the operational amplifier. -rhis voltage is compared to a
+ JOV reference. The operational amplifier output drives
the base of the rf amplifier to set the bias, holding the collector voltage constant at +10 \'olts. The 1.8 GHz Imv-pass
filter following' the amplifier attenuates frequencies above
1.8 CHz which may be generated by the amplifier.
The level detector is a directional peak detector that senses
the Ion·vard power but not the reflected or reverse power.
Forward power is independent of the load. The output atlenuator provides calihrated I and IO dB steps of output
power over the range of () dBm to -59 dBm, with a variable control ackling up to 2 dB of attenuation between
steps. The output amplitude is flat within ±0.5 dB from
100 KHz to 1.8 CHz. The TR 502j7L13 system is flat within
± 2clB over the same frequency range.

Operational innovations
\Ve mentioned earlier that the TR 502 could be used with
the DC 502 Option 7 Digital Counter for making accurate
frequency measurements. Throuf','h an innovative technique,
using dual rf outputs, frequency can be measured accurately at spectrum analyzer sensitivities. The theory of this
powerful convenience is very simple. The s\\'eep generator
in the analyzer StopS at mid·screcn, and a command is sent
through the tracking generator to the counter to count.
V/hen counting is completed (in IO or lOU ms), the counter
commands the analyzer to continue the sweep. The USCI' sees
the moment,ui-' pause as a bright clOl at mid-screen. The
count time, and hence the resolution of the measuremem, is
determined by the phase Jock mode or the analyzer.
\Vhen the analyzer is operated in manual, external sweep,
or a non-sweep mode, the counter will count continuously.

The DOT INTENSITY control on the TR 502 enables the
logic circuitry for counter measurements and sets the dot
intensity on the analyzer display.

Mechanical innovations
The bulk of the rf circuitry is housed in the left-hand portion of the plug"in. \Ve have already mentioned the comprehensive hybrid and microwave pacbg'c used for the
2.095 GHz oscillator and associated signal path components,
and the 0 to 1.8 CH;.: amplifier. Pretesting of the individual
substrates in these units saves considerable final tcst time
and substantially reduces the likelihood of encountering a
defective unit in final test. The cost of repairing' these units
is also minimal since a Iailure docs not necessiwte repbcingthe entire unit. The defective substrate can be quickly iso.
lated and replaced at a fraction of lhe C01it of the entire
assembly. The rig-ht hand hall' of the plug·in cont;lins a 6compartment honeycomb casting that houses the 105 1\1 Hz
amplifier, 52.5i\IHz oscillator, the ¢/f detector, and the bias
and leveling' circuits. Excellent shielding, g-ood rf environment, rug'g'edness, and good sef\'iceability are provillcd by
the honeycomb strucwre.

Summary
The TH.. ::J02/7LI3 Tracking Generator, Spectrum Analyzer
.sy.~tem provides highly accurate frequency response measure"
ments over the range of JOO KHz to 1.8 CHz with resolution
to 30 Hz. -rhis narrow))andwidth resolution yields a wide
dynamic r~lI1ge (> J IOdB) permitting' lneasuremems well
down on t.he skins of device responses. Th," system can be
used with the DC 502 Option 7 Digtt:ll Counter to select
and accurately determine frequencies up to 500 i\H-h. As a
C\IV source, the TR 502/ 7L13 offers a stability of IO I-I!.
when the analyzer is in a zero-span (non-s\vcep) mode.

AcknOWledgements
Fred Te1ewski was Program Manager for the TR 502 project.
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1\lcJ\hhon, David l\lonon, and Phillip Snow. The mechani·
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For complete specifications on the TR :)02 ,\ve invite you
to return the inquiry GIrd accompanying this issue of
Tekscope.
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Delayed
gate aids
oscilloscope
digital
measurements

T

he oscilloscope is basically an analog meaSlll'cment device, \\Fe say "basically"
because, with the introduction of digital pltl?;-ins for the TEKTRONIX 7000Series Oscilloscopes. digital measurements 'were added to the oscilloscope's
repertoire.
One of the major advantages oj m:lking dig-ital measurements with an oscilloscope
is the ability to view, and select, the precise portion of the sig-nal to be measured.
'rhe du,l! time base Gi]labilitics of a plug-in like the 7H53A,wit11. Delayed Gate
outpul, permit some highly selective dig-ital mcasufcmcnts.Typical applications
include accurate tirne measurements between rwo points on the same 1vave[onu,
an ~\(CHrate COUllt of eVClHS in a sudden burst, or accurate voltage sampling between
any two points on a w;\\'dorm, Figures 1 through !l illustrate these measurements.
In each instance, the Delayed (;ate is used to control the digital plug-in.
'rhe brightened portion of the trace corresponds [0 the time and duration of the

,~

rig. l. The 7D12 A D converter plug·in with an \J2 Sample Hold \lot!uk measures the
voltage excursion on the anode of a silicon-controlled rectifier t the instanl il is gated on,
rhe period of me;lsuremeJ1l is selened by the lJelaved Cate, d splavcd on the lower lrace,
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Fig. 2. The Jlumber of pulses in a burst arc readily counted by
bracketing the burst with the Delayed Gatc to gate a digital
counter plug.in such as the 7D14 or 7D15.

Fig. 4. The function of the frOnl-p;llJel \'ARIABLE control is
delennined hy lhe position of the Vari;dJ1e Selector Connector
showll in the upper photo. The Delayed Cate Out COllnector
showll in the lower photo applies thc Delaycd Catc Out 10 the

Fig. 3. The time between two selected el·ents can he accurately
measured by using the Delayed Cate to start and SlOp a counter
such as the 7D15 Universal Coulltel)Timer. III this photo CH A
of the 7DEI is armed by the Delaved Gate rise and eH B is armed
by the fall. The COUllt is staned by the rise of the third pulse and
slopped by the rise ol" the sixth pulse. The lower trace is the
7D15 pseudo gate display shmving the counting- inlervaL
Delayed Gate, and to the period during' which the digital
me;lsurement will be made. 'rhe start of the Delayed Gate
is controlled by the Deby Time T\fultiplier, while gate width
is selected by the Dehycd Sweep 'fBI E/D1V (for the coarse
adjustment). The Dtlayed Sweep \'ARI:\BLE senes as the
fine width adjustment.

Internal GATE and VARIABLE selection
To simplify operation and reduce from-panel complexity
yet main lain \'ersatility. some controls and connectors on the
7B5ilA front panel ar~ made to perl'onH dual functions, as
selected internally. Figure 4 shows the VARIABLE functions avalLlhle by relocating the \'ariable Selector Connector,
and the Delayed Gate Out Connector that ~lpplies the Delayed Gate Out to the D1.YD TR1G IN connector. It takes
just a few minutes to make the changes needed to obtain a
\'ariable Debyed Gate at the front-panel.

1Ii

DLVD crRIC IN

C01Hleclol".

Summary
Dig'it~tl measurements on anah\!.:;' sig'nals arc greatly en·
hanced by combining digital instnllllents with an oscilloscope. 'rhe Delayed Gate, available with most dual time
bases, is a po\\'cdul tool ('or nuking' precise gated digital
me;lsuremelllS. ~

Servicescope

Replacing
probe lips,
bodies, and
boots

Ron Lang

O

scilloscope probes take a beating. Not because scope users abuse them, but
. . . . because they gel a lot of lISC. And since today's circuitry contains many small
components mounted in as little space as possible, probes have to be physically
small to work on them. The probe cable also HIllSl be small to minimize the weight
Vle hang on the circuits.
The smaller the probe and cable, thcrnorc subject. they ;uc to cl;llnage. "'Nhen a
probe is rbmaged, it can often be rcp:lired for much Jess than the cost of replacing
it. I-Ierc arc some service hints that will help you make those repairs.

Tips
]\Jost new 'rEKTRONIX probes ;·lccomnH>r!:Hc slllall illlcn:hang;cablc ;;lip-on tips.
But many of us make a practice of using- the probc without a sliIH)l1 tip and that
makes the unprotected built-in tip subject to breaking- Clr bcnding. 'frying to
straightcn a bent tip ,vill sometimes bre:lk it. 'fhen either the huilt-in tip or the
entire probe body mu"t he replaced. 'J'he built-in tips are less expensive hut on some
probes they arc not replaceable. It is siruplc to tell which m:1Y be replaced, however.
Unless the cylindrical metal ground slcC\.'e extends all the 'way to the edge of tile tipboldel" the point is replaceable. Sec Fig-me Iii and lb .

Fig. 1. Two tyrlCs of
probes. 'rhe one ,\t
is,

. ~~~~~~';;~~.USCd

on 'rEK'fRONIX
\\'hilc the one at right

~

'r!llTC are two types of built-in rips but they arc not interchangeable. The
fClllowing table shows which tip is ['or which probes.

Usc tip 2()().()!87-00 with

lIH'SC

2()()·Scrics scope probes:

010·0262·0 I
010·0262·02
And with this probe:
P6055

Usc

Ol().(12G2·()3
o1O~0262·04
() 1(HJ::G2·05
And with 1I1csc probes:

•

HZ"25

PGOG;3A

P6049B
1'6053B

1'606:).\
1'607:):\

P60G2.A
-1'wo differellt metllOds can be used to removc replaceable tips. 'fhe first method,
,vhich can be used for all replaceable lips, is pictured in Fig. 2. A sharp pair of wire
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~rounding sleeve.
~~ The second method G1I1

be used for removing some tips,
anc! avoids the possibility of damaging the f!,"rounding sleeve
\vith the clltters. It involves using a small rod to drive the
tip out from the rear. Different size rods are needed for
differem probes. For the following probes a rod with a
diameter of about 0.15 inches should be used:
Pl1049B
PGO!)!)
P6053B
PG065A
P(iO~J4B
P6075A
For the following 200·Series scope probes use a rod with a
diameter of' about 0.05 inches:
OIO~0262~OO

Fig. 2. The replaceable probe tip can hc rcmovcd as illustrated
hcre. Carc should be takcll not 10 squcczc or nick thc gTot11lding
s!ccw:.

..........

~_/

/~

':;.::"

Fig:. 3. Thc rcpl:lce1l1CIll lip can be pressed into position by tap'
ping sh:nply with a 3/ J(i" hollow shaft nul driver (or similar too])

as shown here.

01 O-()2G2-0 1
010-0262·02
Other replaceable tips cannot be removed with a rod.
To remove a tip with a rod, insert the rod into the rear
of the probe body making sure that the rod is seated on the
plastic tip-holder, and drive the holder out.
To replace a probe tip, use the procedure shmvn in Fip;. 3.
The Ie test tip is placed over the probe tip, and a 3/16"
hollow shaft nut driver is used to press the tip into position.

Bodies
The screw-on probe bodies on some or
the probes listed below m)ii5;\j!t\l~j~b~!!l4~~4~~li!l;!~!ll!~fl:lJ;'l'
contacts. \Vhen that happens a llev,'
ordered. A new stvle bot!).' mav be
old style by ~. itlsi~le the
in the new style. See Fig;. 4.
For2(H~(H47~03
use
PG049A
204-0579-00
use
PG053A
21l4~1l57(H)3
PG054A
use
P(j06~')A
204·0579·() I
usc
204-0579-02
PG075A
use

Boots
j[' you arc encountering probe cable breakage ncar the
strain relic! boot on the scope-end of the rollo\ving' probes
you should know that replacement cable assemblies have
long-cr hoots CJ() 111m) making the llew assemblies more
rcli~d)le. Here ;lre the probes and assembly numbers:

PtiOS3A

:1.5 It 010·I)OS3-01_. __
G.O it () I0·G053-03_.
9.0 It (ll 0-6053-0~') ..

lise
usc
use

17,)~II()I~01

3.t:i It OIO-GOS3-11.
(j.O It OlO-GWI3-13_.
9.0 it OlO-I){E)3-IS ...

use
use
usc

175-1'135-00
J 75-1139·02

it o I o~Goe,.j~ II
(i.1l It 01lH054~13 .
9.0 it 0IO-G054-15 ...

use
use
use

175-1173-03

3.:) It Olo~GoGI~()1.
(i.O It 01 0·00(; 1~03 .
9.0 It OIO-I)O() 1·05

usc
usc
usc

175-1173-02

(i.1l ft OlO-G()(i:"i-13 ..

usc

175~1383~01

9.0 It 010-GOGS-15 ...

usc

175 ~ J.100~0 I

n.1l fl 010-G07:,)·13...

use

175~1383-(II

175~1139~OI
175~1311~01l

1'(;05;-)B

l'(i004.'\

"-

.J.:)

175~1311~01

175~1383~01
175~1401l~OI

PliOG]

Fig. 4. Thc new style probe body can bc distinguishcd frolll the
old style hy noting thc six raised ribs insidc the cnd ncar the
threads.
cutters is llsed to scparate the plastic tip from tbe gTounding'
ske\'e. Gripping' the probe tip between the plastic and
grounding' ske\'e with thc CUllers, pull the tip free from
the D"TOlll1dln'"'" sleeve with ~l sideways
roekillO" motion of the
, t ?
CLltLers. Care ~hould bc taken not to squeeze or nick the
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175~1174~01

175-1205-01

PljOG:J.-\

P/i07:)A
Replacement pans may he ordered throug;h your local Tektronix Field OlTice or Representative.

Newproducls
Newproducls
Newproducls

WP2005 Waveform Digitizing Instrument

4006-1 Computer Display Terminal

The \VP20():'":i \'Vavcfonn Digitizing Instrument is a high·
speed waveform \'iewing' package that features brig'IlL, stored
displays of transient or repetitive \v:lvefonns. Its high performance includes IJ:lndwidth of !:il,O l\IHz at !OmVjdiv or
J CHI at "lV/eli,' (using' the 7A21N Direct Access Unit),
sweep speeds to n.S m/div, and stored 'writing speed to
8,000 div/t-ts. cfhc nc\v ti05 Storage .Monitor 'with its bright,
vari:llJJc persistence storage display makes it feasible to
olfer the \VP2005 without the 1350 l\lemory Display Unit
used ill other \\'Dl viewing Vlcbg·cs. 'rill' resulL is the least
expensive \'icwing package for those wishing only to sec the
~h;lpe of a transient, or to overlay sLlccessivc transients and
obscrve changes or anomalies.

The new TEKTRONIX 400G-l Computer Display 'rennina1
brings graphic display capability rig-hI. to your desk top at
a new low cost. The II-inch stora,U;e tube provides crisp,
cle,lr disl)}a)'s with 800,000 viewable points (I024X by 780Y).
It has ;lll on-screen capacity of 2590 alphanUlneric characters. You can transmit or receive data at selectable rates
of 75 to 4800 baud.
The 4006·1 is supported by extensive software products,
and is compatible with the 4631 Hard Copy Unit for dry,
high-quality, 8~/z x II-inch copies of any information displayed on the 4006-1 screell. '}'h(' Dii!,'ital Cartridi!,'e 'rape
Recorder, a 10\\'-cost off-line d;ll:a stor:lge device, is also compatible with the 4006-1, For more complete details on the
4006·! use the reply Gml accolllp;lIlying' Tekscope.

Copyright @ 1975, Tektronix, inc. Aii rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A.
Foreign arid U.S.A. Products of Tektronix, Inc. are covered by U,S.A
and Foreign Palents and/or Patents Pending. Irllormalioll in this publicalion supersedes all previously published material. SpeciticatiOIl and
price change privileges reserved. TEKTRONIX, SCOPE-MOBILE, TELEQUIPMENT, and ~ are registered trademarks of Tektronix, Inc., P. O.
Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077, Phone: (Area Code 503) 644·0161,
910-467-8708, Cable: TEKTRONIX. Overseas Distributors in over 40
Countries.
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Newliterature
Newliterature
Newliterature
A new TEKTRONIX TM 500 Catalog is now available. It
contains the most up-ta-date data on new 1'I\J 500 products,
such as the SC 502 dual-trace oscilloscope ,wel 1'1\J 515 Traveler IVfainframes, and is the most complete compilation of
performance specificltiol1s for the entire line. Also included
arc thirteen articles discussing' the application of TI\J SOD
instrumentation in areas v;lrying from field servicing- of digital equipment to the \'il>ration analysis of turbincs.

A new 32-page booklet entitled "Portable Oscilloscopes
For all your Servicing Needs" provides complete specifications on Tektronix extensive line of portable oscilloscopes.
Included is a discussion of the factors to be considered in selecting the port;lble best suited to your needs.
Curve Tracer Application Note 48K1.0 entitled "Testing
Optoisolators" descrilJes the use of the TEKTRONIX
577/177 Curve Tracer to check most of the important optoisolator specifications. "resting these devices before they are
installed can save mallY costly hours of troubleshooting in the
prototype, procluetiollS, and test stages of manufacturing.
To receive copies of this literature use the inquiry card
companying Tekscope.
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